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All activities should be conducted in accordance with the . Antitrust Policy found here

Hyperledger is committed to creating a safe and welcoming community for all. For more information please visit our Code of Conduct: Hyperledger Code of 
Conduct

Goals-Agenda

Antitrust Policy and introductions -  VB
Identity WG Implementer call - report - Daniel Bluhm

Meeting Notes (recording at the bottom): 2019-08-15 Identity WG Implementers Call

https://wiki.hyperledger.org/download/attachments/16323534/Antitrustnotice.png?version=1&modificationDate=1564684026000&api=v2
http://www.linuxfoundation.org/antitrust-policy
https://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/HYP/Hyperledger+Code+of+Conduct
https://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/HYP/Hyperledger+Code+of+Conduct
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KGMALektapBdfUPcPR0jBhoKrzmToNE28n-Xs-1zMY0/edit?usp=sharing
https://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/~dbluhm
https://wiki.hyperledger.org/display/IWG/2019-08-15+Identity+WG+Implementers+Call


1.  

2.  

SISIG (Social Impact SIG) and the Identity WG Andres "Dre" Bonifacio
8-6-2019 SISIG Mtg Highlight(s) - , Digital Strategy Officer of Kiva discussed the use of Kiva Protocol ("Trusted Identity" Matthew Davie
and Credit History) for Financial Inclusion. Attached are meeting notes for your review. 2019-08-06 Meeting notes
8-20-2019 SISIG Mtg Highlight(s) - Cornelius Saunders, Program Manager at ID2020, is presenting on their "Digital Identity" activities. 
Attached is the agenda for the next meeting.   Please join the  and the bi-weekly calls if 2019-08-20 Meeting notes Social Impact SIG intere
sted.  

Implementing metrics from Chaoss... DCIWG
Progress of   paper. sticking pointsIdentity Working Group

Aadhaar section-look at reworked areas
Paper collaboration during RWOT- Marta Piekarska

Report from Tokyo member's summit- Nathan George
Libra and its Identity system - VB presentation and discussion

Attendees

Name Organization Email

Vipin Bharathan dlt.nyc vip@dlt.nyc

Cam Parra Kiva camilop@kiva.org

Daniel Bluhm Sovrin Foundation daniel.bluhm@sovrin.or

Kelly Cooper kellycooper.2ds@gmail.com

Matt Raffel Kiva mattr@kiva.org

Richard Esplin evernym

Samuel Smith ProSapien various sam@samuelsmith.org

Cam Parra

Sidharth Mishra

Steve Magennis

Adam Stallard

Andres "Dre" Bonifacio SymPact / Bonifacio & Co. info@sympact.io

Kariyappa Singadi

Santanu Mukherjee Mindtree Ltd. santanu.mukherjee@mindtree.com

2019-08-21.video.mp4

2019-08-21.audio.m4a

Minutes
Possible Future Agenda Items:

Sybil Protection

Libra Project and ID - Kiva work 

Consensys identity stack - update from Consensys 1.0 - more integration, mapping of identity

Links Offered:

SeedQuest:   https://github.com/reputage/seedQuest

|   |https://github.com/reputage/didery

  https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.02143

Discussion:

Kiva demo in Sierra Leone - https://www.kiva.org/blog/kivas-next-frontier-kiva-protocol
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Increasing group activity and progress: Work between bi-monthly meetings. Also started a collaboration with Identity Implementers, with the implementers 
call which goes into technical depth and detail. 

Daniel Bluhm - Sovrin. Hyperledger Indy Performance testing. GitLab CICD migration for the H Indy project. Meeting link is on the agenda for this meeting.

Vipin Bharathan - Interested in chaos testing. Indy scripts. Includes W3.org verifiable credentials. More information about this is on the Indy Implementers 
call and wiki.

Social Impact SIG - Primarily focus - serving as a platform for exchange ideas and ways to use DLT in the context of social good. The group is working on 
different ways to make more productive for all and cross collaborate with WGs and SIGs. A recent survey on group direction. Group has brought in 
speakers with social impact causes. Lately, the main portion of all conversations is Identity. SIG decided on liaison to Identity to not duplicate effort. The 
meeting includes presentation notes on what Kiva is working on with ID. 

ID2020- meeting next week in NYC. Open for attendance. Governments and other agencies as well as concrete projects they are sponsoring for financial 
inclusion in various parts of the world. 

CHAOSS -   Addresses gender, diversity, geolocation in industry. Working on diversity metrics. DCI Working group in https://chaoss.community/
Hyperledger has taken on this task. Need concrete steps to increase. 

Identity Paper - Move from Google Docs to Confluence? What is the best way to maximize document contributions and quality? Live paper to incorporate 
updates but not a forever-draft. Identify sections that are 'complete' 'need work' 'need updates'. This paper strives to aggregate the collective wisdom 
around Identity and Blockchains, with a focus on the DLTs hosted by Hyperledger.

Aadhaar - controversial. The section needs additional attention. What are the advantages of a system like Aadhaar in a country like India, 
leapfrogging other systems. The paper does not support or refute, will inform on both perspectives. Consent layer - important to incorporate, which 
tries to moderate excesses of government overreach. Most extensive identity system in the world. 

Nathan George report from Tokyo - move to next agenda.

Vipin report on Libra and its Identity system - Questions relate to scale? How will the governance model work? - move to next agenda.

https://chaoss.community/
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